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said of Italy that ' hatred of everything old deadened even
the desire for a new order ', and that is why this hatred was
so impotent.
For a class to be really revolutionary it must, says Marx,
c first be aware that it is not a particular class, but the
representative of the general needs of society '. Italian
socialism lacked this leaven, which alone could have raised
it to victory. With a middle class crippled, clinging to its
class point of view in the midst of the great upheaval which
had intensified its egoism and its greed, the socialist move-
ment had a great part to play. If it had been strong enough
to remain faithful to it, it might have saved the Italian
people.
Instead it shirked its task. It lurked in the background
all through the post-war crisis. This desertion is the sole
explanation of the fascist success. Society, even more than
nature, abhors a vacuum, and the forces of barbarism are
ever ready to rush in and fill It.
The Italian socialists waited for the middle class to die
off naturally, without considering whether its death struggle,
as they assumed it to be, if unduly prolonged, might not
generate seeds of decay which would infect the whole nation,
the socialist movement included. They behaved like the
sole heir to an estate who prefers not to turn up till the last
minute, just before the will is read. While they waited they
confined their activities to c separating their own respon-
sibilities from those of the ruling classes'. This separation
was, up to a point, justified and even necessary. But respon-
sibility for evil committed is always shared by those who
have failed to prevent it; and we have no right to connive
at others' actions unless we are prepared to step in at the
right moment and succeed where they have failed. It is
all the easier to separate our own responsibilities from those
of the ruling classes if we are able and willing to shoulder
our own responsibilities on behalf of an entire nation. If
not, it is quite simple to avoid c legal* responsibilities by
pleading a kind of alibi, the last resort of all scoundrels.
(c Nothing like a alleybi' was the advice given by Sam
Weller's father to Pickwick,) In so doing we incur a much
heavier responsibility to history, whose judgments go

